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ORBIT DYNAMICS FOR UNSTABLE LINEAR MOTIORECEIVED
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Abstract

A treatment is given of the orbit dynamics for linear un-
stable motion that allows for the zeros in the beta function
and makes no assumptions about the realness of the beta-
tron and phase functions. The phase shift per turn is shown
to be related to the beta function and the number of ze-
ros the beta function goes through per turn. The solutions
of the equations of motion are found in terms of the beta
function.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the case of linear unstable motion, the beta function can
be zero at some points in the lattice. Because of the zeros in
the beta function, and other assumptions often made about
the realness of the beta function and phase function, the
usual treatment given for stable motion does not carry over
to the case of unstable motion. A treatment is given below,
that allows for the zeros in the beta functions and does not
make assumptions about the realness of the betatron and
phase functions.

It will be shown that the solutions of the equations of
motion can be written in the form

X =

(1-1)

Nz is the number of times 0(s) goes through zero between
so and s. P indicates the principle value of the integral.
The solutions of the equations of motion can also be written
as

x = exp[±^/L]/(S ) (1-2)

where f(s) is periodic and L is the length of one turn. It
will be shown that for unstable motion

(1-3)

p
9 = 7T

where Nz is the number of zeros the beta function goes
through in one turn. P indicates the principle value of the
integral.

Often, the case of unstable linear motion is found when
a gradient perturbation is applied to a lattice whose unper-
turbed t/-value is close to q/2, q being some integer. In this
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case, perturbation theory will show [1] that the solutions
have the form given by Eq. (1-1) where q/2 is the half in-
teger close to the unperturbed to the f-value. In the general
case, where the unstable motion cannot be viewed as due
to a perturbing gradient then the value of q is given by \ Nz

where Nz is the number of zeros in the beta function in one
turn.

It will also be shown that near a zero of the beta function
at s — sy, tp will become infinite and the dominant term is
i> is given by

(1-4)

See Ref. 4 for more details.

2 THE DEFINITION OF THE BETA FUNCTION

The linear parameters can be defined in terms of the ele-
ments of the one period transfer matrix. The 2 x 2 transfer
matrix, M, is defined by

x(s) = M(s,so)x(so)

- = {;,)
The one period transfer matrix is defined by

M(s) = M(s + L,s) (2-2)

where the lattice is assumed to be periodic with the period
L. The matrix M is assumed to be symplectic

MM =

M =

5 =

I

SM S
0 1

- 1 0 • 0 ! )
(2-3)

S is the transpose of 5. Also \M\ — 1 where \M\ is the
determinant of M. One can show that M(s) and M(s0)
are related by

M(s) = M{s, so)M(so)M{so, s) (2-4)

It follows from Eq. (2-4) that Mn + M22» the trace of M,
is independent of s. For unstable motion it is assumed that
|Mn + M22\ > 2. This may be shown to lead to unstable
exponentially growing motion.

One can now introduce the constant parameter fx defined
by

cosh / I = - ( M , I + M22) (2-5)
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If Mn + M22 is positive, then fi will be real. However
if Mi 1 + M22 is negative then fi has to have the imaginary
part iqn where q is an odd integer. In general, one can write

the result

cosh + M22 (2-6)

where q is an even integer if Mn + M22 is positive, and q
is an odd integer when Mn + M22 is negative.

fi is related to the eigenvalues of M, Ai and A2, where
Ai + A2 = Mn + M22 and AXA2 = 1 from \M - XI\ = 0.
It follows from Eq. (2-5) that

Ai = exp(fi)

A2 = exp(-//) (2-7)

One can define the linear parameters, fi, a, 7, using the
elements of the one period transfer matrix. If one uses the
form of the transfer matrix often used [2] for stable mo-
tion the linear parameters will be imaginary for unstable
motion. To make the linear parameters real, they will be
defined here in terms of the one period transfer matrix as

M = [cosh /i + a sinh fi fi sinh fi 1

7 sinh (i cosh (i — a sinh fi J

(2-8)

/?7 = 1 - a2

/?, a, 7 are then given in terms of My as

fi = ( - l

= (-l)«(Mii-M22)/2sinh/iH

7 = (l-<*2)/0
a (2-9)

Eq. (2-6) does not specify the sign of HR. One can define
the sign of HR to be always positive. Then fi, a, 7 can then
be computed from the My using Eq. (2-9). It will be seen
later that the sign of fi{s) can change within a period, and
fi(s) can be zero at certain values of s for unstable motion.

2.1 Differential Equations for fi, a, 7

It is assumed that the linearized equations of motion can be
written as

d£
dpx _
ds ~

•A22 = 0

A22PX (2-10)

In the large accelerator approximation, An = A22 = 0
and A12 — 1. one can show that

dM
ds = AM-MA. (2-11)

A is the 2 x 2 matrix whose elements are the Ay of Eq.
(2-10). Replacing M, using Eq. (2-8), in Eq. (2-13) gives

ds
da
Ts

±L
ds

- r = -A2IJ3 - (2-12)

2.2 Differential Equation for /?

In this section, the differential equation for /? will be ob-
tained without making any assumptions about the form of
the solutions of the equations of motion. For the sake of
simplicity, the derivation will be given for the large accel-
erator case which assumes An = A22 = 0 and A12 = 1.

Introducing b, where /? = b2, one can then find (see Ref.
4 for details)

b = (2-13)

3 SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATIONS OF
MOTION AND THE BETA FUNCTION

For stable motion, the role of the beta function in the solu-
tions of the equations of motion is well known. A similar
result will be found here for unstable motion. The treat-
ment usually given for stable motion, does not carry over to
unstable motion because of the assumptions usually made
about the realness of the betatron and phase functions, and
the absence of zeros in the beta function.

Let us write the solutions of the equations of motion as

x = fcexp(^)

b = fi (3-D

where fi and b have been defined by Eq. (2-8). Then b has
been shown to obey, see Eq. (2-13),

^ 6
ds2 +

A- = -An

x then obeys the equations

(3-2)

-Kx = 0 (3-3)
as-

Putting the form of x assumed in Eq. (3-1) into Eq. (3-3),

and using Eq. (3-2) for b one gets

Putting / = dip/ds one gets

ds b ds b4 (3-5)



The solutions of Eq. (3-5) are

Thus
ds

(3-6)

(3-7)

and the two solutions of the equations of motion are

x = pi exp f ± f %) (3-8)
V Jso P J

One may note that in deriving Eq. (2-8) no assumption
was made about the realness of /? or ip. However, there is a
problem with the result for unstable motion, as in the case
of unstable motion /3(s) will go through zero. To evaluate
the integral when /?(s) has zeros, Eq. (3-2) will be replaced
by

f' A" (3-9)
where £ is a positive small quantity. It can be shown that
Eq. (3-9) gives (see section 4)

* (3-10)

where sn are the locations of the zeros of /?(s) from so to
s. P represents the principle part of the integral.

One can also show that /3'(s) = ±2 at the zeros of fi(s).
Since j3~j = a2 — 1, then a = ±1 when 0 = 0. Since
/?' = - 2 a , /?' = =F2 when /? = 0. One can now write Eq.
(3-10) as

where iV2 is the number zeros in j3{s) in s0 to s.
One may notice that the imaginary part of ij> has on an

unusual dependence on s. It is constant in between zeros
of /3(s) and jumps by TT/2 at each zero of 0(s). One can
use Eq. (3-11) to find the change in ip over one turn, tp(s +
L) — ij>{s), and find

L) -
Js P

(3-12)

where 1q is the number of zeros in fi(s) in one turn, and
L is the length of one turn. For simplicity, it is being as-
sumed that the period L is one turn. Since /3(s) is a peri-
odic function, the number of zeros of /3(s) in one turn has
to be even. If one defines the tune as the imaginary part of
ip(s + L) — xl)(s) divided by 2TT, then one has

tune = q/2. (3-13)

Eq. (4-13) shows the connection between the tune and the
number of zeros in the beta function in one turn. The real
part of i/>(s0 + L) — V"(so) gives the exponential growth in
one turn. If one defines the exponential growth factor, g, to
be the real part of ip(s + L) — rl>{s) divided by 2JT

P r'+L dsS = i-J, 7 (3-14>
See Ref. 4 for details.

4 PHASE FUNCTION RESULTS WHEN /? HAS
ZEROS

In this section, the result for the phase function, ip, given
by Eq. (3-10) will be derived. Also, the behavior of i>
when s is near the zeros of j3(s) will be studied. First, let
us consider the case where

r f ds
= hm / - (4-1)

e > 0, and one assumes there is only one zero for /3(s) at
s = si between s = so to s = s. Then, one can write

,o P

where S —̂  0 but S S> e. P stands for the principle part of
the integral. Nearsi one can write j3 = /3'(s1)(s — «i) + . . .
and find

si+S Je

= 1 fS

fi'(sl) J-6
1 ie

i=8-8U e = e/p'(Sl)

(4-3)

If there are many zeros between SQ to s at s = sn one then
finds

f ds

It can be shown that near a zero of /?(s), like s = si, ij>
becomes infinite like

(4-5)

see Ref. 4 for more details and results.
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